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1. ABSTRACT 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM FOR A BANKING ENVIRONMENT 
by Mustafa Mahmoud Yaseen 
A brief introduction to Data Base Management 
System is presented. Merits of the Data Base approach 
over conventional flle-orlentpa approach are discused. 
This thesis addresses the task of analysing and 
converting an existing f 1.1 p-or 1 ented Banking Environ- 
ment to a Data Base Hanaaement System. The 
DECSYSTEM-20's DRMS has been used to design an online 
information system. Some application programs are 
written in order to demonstrate the system 
capabilities. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Data Base Management Systems have evolved to the 
point of general acceptance and wide applications. 
A DATA BASE may be defined as a collection 
of interrelated data stored together without 
harmful or unnecessary redundancy to serve 
multiple applications ; the data are stored so 
that they are independent of programs which use 
the data ; a common and controlled approach is 
used in adding new riafa and in modifying and 
retrieving existing data whithin the data base. 
The data is  structured  so  as  to  provide  a 
1. 
foundation for future application develonment. 
A very important feature of a data base is that it 
will constantly need to chanap and grow. Tt has to be 
easy to add, modify, or delete any new applications or 
new data types. These functions should he possible 
without remitting all other anniication programs. 
1 
COMPUTER DATA-BASF npGA"T7,ATTnN : BY  JA.MRS  MARTIN, 
pg. 22. 
One of the main attributes of a data base is "DATA 
INDEPENDENCE". This means that the data and the 
application programs which use them are independent so 
that changing any one of those will not result in a 
change of the other. Althounh In reality, to find a 
completely independent dafa base is very rare. 
Nevertheless, data independence is one of the principal 
reasons for using a data has** systeti. 
There are many other desirable characteristics of 
data base systems, some of those are the following : 
The responce t..lrnp experienced by data base 
applications designed for interactive use, must be 
appropriate for a real-time dialogue. It must also be 
aole to handle an appropriate variety of transactions. 
tLLU.VALL-B.£aWl!lULC£ 
In a file oriented data-processing systems, a high 
level of redundancy tends to develop. Where, as 
mentioned earlier, a data b^sp svstem should have a low 
level of. controlled redundancy, In addition inconsis- 
tencies that are generated hy redundant data must be 
carefully monitored. 
One of the main objectives nf the data base system 
is the ability to ansvrer nuerles from users about 
stored data. 
Most of the queries are anticipated vith a 
suitable speed. Unanticipated queries make it 
necessary to search parts of the data base, and 
the average response time for a qiven search 
depends  on  the  nature   of   the   searchinq 
2 
techniques used in the data base system. 
Access mechanisms and addresslna methods should be fast 
enough to support the real-time requirements of the 
application in question.  ^ho nppd for fast spontaneous 
2 
COMPUTER DATA-BASF! 0RC,AMT7,ATTn,\! : by  JAMES  "ARTTI 
P3. 37. 
searching of  the  data will  increase as interactive 
systems usage spreads. 
L&LIEdaLXI 
Hardware failures and various types of malfunc- 
tions wi.ll occur occasionally, so it is imperative that 
data items and associations between data items not be 
destroyed. Recovery of the data should be possible 
without any harm to the stored data . 
Maintaining the interjritv of the data base 
can be  viewed  as prntectina the data against 
invalid (as opposed to illenal)  alteration or 
3 
destruction. 
ZRLTLiZl-'iL:ia-^£.Z'd£.l'Ll 
Data must be kept securp and private in a data 
oase. Wo interprise can afforeH to lose its data or 
its  integrity.   The  internrise has  to provide  the 
3 
An Introduction to Datahase svstems: by C.J.  DATE, 
pg. 395. 
protection of. the d=ira acralnst accidental or 
intentional disclosure tn unaufherizied nersons, or 
unauthorized modif ications, or destruction or any kind 
ot any missuse. 
Privacy is a riant of individuals and 
organizations to determine for themselves when, 
and  how,  and to what extent- information about 
4 
them is to be transmitted to others. 
There are many fields where data base concent can 
oe applied to, and a data base management system should 
oe good enough to replace the old file oriented 
systems. A good example for applying the data base 
concept is a banking environment, where data is 
constantly retrieved and undated, added, modified, or 
deleted. 
The  response  time  of  the  system to queries by 
COMPUTER DATA-BASK nRflANTZATTIT.' : by  JAMF.S  MARTIN, 
pg. 38 
input users is very critical for a bank. Users want 
fast accurate answers to mieries about stored data. 
The privacy and securitv issue is very important 
in the banking environment. Nothing is more important 
for any one, rtore than keenina his personal financial 
status secure and private. By uslnn a data base 
management system unauthorized access to the data can 
oe closely controlled. The same data may be restricted 
in different ways from different uses. By introducing 
privacey locks it can be insured that no unauthorized 
person can access the data base. The transparency of 
the data base made it possible for users to aet and 
manipulate data relevant to their needs. 
Storing ne'v items, modifying existing items or 
deleting old ones has to bp independent of the 
application programs. The interactive access method is 
essential for users in a bank. This Implies that a 
suitably fast search alaorithm be employed, and this 
thing can be found in a good data base management 
system. 
In this paper I  employed a  theorlticai banking 
model. I converted an exl.sf.1rvj tile oriented system 
into a data base management svsteai without losing any 
important feature of the old svstem. 
To implement the conversion process from the old 
data files oriented systern to thp data base management 
system, the following stens were taken : 
I. Design a conceptual model of the data base: 
- Study  the  environment,  and  document 
assumptions for it. 
- Determine the data  elements  refrenced 
in every report Individually. 
- Determine the relationships between the 
data elements. 
2. Design a logical model of the data base: 
Draw a logical model hased on the conceptual 
model for a Data nase Management System 
using a NETWORK DATA MnhFT,. 
3. Design a physical model of the data base: 
Draw a physical model on the basis of the 
logical model. 
4. The system may be nut into use on 
experimental basis. Errors which may occur 
should be reported to the Data Base 
Administrator. 
3. DESIGN A CONCEPTUAL MODFL OF THE DATA BASE 
3.1 NOTES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
For the past few vears RANKS have traditionally 
employed a f ile-oriented data processing system that 
operated In batch mode. TC provided turnaround wj.thin 
one to three days depending on the type of activity 
involved. However wit-n the Increased number of 
accounts and volume of da1.lv work, manaaement insists 
that something had to he done to allow for tighter 
controls and availability of accurate information. For 
this capability management determined that a full- 
fledged, on-line DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DBMS) be 
installed to replace the present system. 
A BANK usually has number of branches scattered 
throughout a city and its suburbs. The main office 
will be considered as a br-mch, and all the branches 
will perform the same activities. This desian will 
concentrate only on the activities related to customer 
accounts and no other activities will be taken into 
consideration. A customer may walk into any branch and 
open an account.  A customer mav  open  more  than  one 
account.  The HANK maintains spv^ral types of. accounts: 
1. CHECKING ACCOUNTS : Tn which customer may 
write personal checks, no interest is 
charged. 
7. SAVING ACCOUNTS : Tn which passbooks are 
required and Interest is accumulated. 
3. LOAN ACCOUNTS : In which an amount of money 
is qiven by the bank to a customer as a loan 
with interest for a certain period of time. 
The customer must return the loan with 
interest. 
4. TIME DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS : In which the 
customer will deposit a given amount of 
money for a fixed period. At the end of the 
period the bank win nav the assiqned amount 
of money plus interest based on a rate 
quoted to the customer for his deposit. Me 
is not allowed to withdraw any amount of his 
deposit during this oerlo-i. 
The first step taken 1n designing a data base for 
the BANK was to analir.e the present system. This 
system consisted of several files, and some reports. A 
full listing can be found in the next section, 
description of some of the reports will follow :_ 
1. OVERDRAWN ACCOUNTS REPORT: This report is 
printed for the branch manager on a daily 
basis. The report consists of all the 
exceptional transactions of the the over- 
drawn   accounts,   that   is  the  checking 
10 
accounts tfhich have the overdraft option. 
2. EXCEPTIONAL SAVING ACCOUNTS REPORT: This 
report is printed for the branch manaaer on 
a daily basis and contains all the saving 
accounts in which fhe balance exceeds $ 
100,000, which is thf> maximum amount insurer! 
by the FDI (Federal nenostt insurance Co.). 
3. BRANCH LOAN STATUS REPORT: This report 
helps branch manager to Keep track of the 
loans cjiven by his branch. 
4. TELLER CASH DRAWER REPORT: Employees who 
cash checks, enter deposits, and make 
withdrawals are called tellers. This dally 
report keeps track of the money flow for 
that day for that teller, at a particular 
branch. Tellers are sometimes rotated 
between branches. However, it is assumed 
that if teller is sent to a particular 
branch he/she stavs at that branch the 
entire day. 
5. DAILY TRANSACTIONS REPORT: All transactions 
carried out on that work day will appear in 
this report, along with all the information 
about the accounts involved in the 
transaction. At the end of the report a 
summary displaying the number and total 
amounts of all the transactions (DEBIT s, 
CREDIT) is produced. 
6. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REPORT: This is a dally 
report that shows all the foreign currency 
transactions, with all related and renuired 
Information. 
7. TELLER AUDIT REPORT: This is a periodical 
report. Each teller has a limit that he/she 
can't exceed In withdrawal. This is an 
exception report to see if so-ne teller might 
11 
have  exceeded his/hpr limit.  It is a hatch 
report. 
8. INQUIRY TRANSACTION: r,ives information 
about the status of a Particular account, 
such as balance, inquiries about a certain 
transaction, etc. Tt is an on line 
component. 
9. DEPOSIT/WITHDRAWAL TRANSACTIONS: There are 
two types of transactions : TYPE 1 which is 
a deposit, and TYPF ? which is a withdrawal. 
Deposit and withdrawal are implemented, 
however other types of transactions such as 
accounts corrections can b clone by addinq an 
application program. 
10. RETURNED CHECKS REPORT: This is a daily 
report that provides branch .-nanacjer with the 
inf.or;»ation about had accounts. These are 
the accounts which fail. to pass checks 
presented to the bank because they are drawn 
on accounts with insufficient funds. 
t? 
3.2 FILES OF THE OLD SYSTEM 
In the following paqos a listing of the old system 
files is presented. These files are used as basis for 
designing the new Data Base Management System. Along 
with each file there is a description of the file key 
listed below. 
The first file is THE ACCOUNTS FILE. The type of 
the account Is determined hv the following code : "I" 
for CHECKING ACCOUNTS, "2" for SAVING ACCOUNTS. And 
finally "3" for TIME nRonSTT ACCOUNTS. Also, all 
customer information can he found in this file, along 
with the associated branch number. 
The second file Is THE OVERDRAFT ACCOUNTS FILE. 
In this file all the accounts or to be more specific, 
all the checking accounts which have been given the 
facility of overdraft, are found. It has been decided 
to keep the overdraft accounts separatelly because (1) 
not all the accounts have this facility, and (2) to 
maintain control of these customers because it is a 
kind of investment. 
The third file  is  LOANS  FILE  where  the  loans 
1 3 
accounts are found along vjt.h all related Information . 
The forth and fifth files are the DAILY 
TRANSACTIONS FILE & the FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS 
FILE, respectively. Thev ar? not combined because the 
volume of the second is much less than the first. AH 
of the relevant information can be found in these two 
files. 
The sixth file is BRANCH DRAWER FILE, and the 
seventh file is AUDIT FILE, and finally PAYROLL FILE 
*'here all the information about an employee can be 
found. And, of course, this file is used to meet the 
salaries and all the r^aulrpments related to the 
personnel department. 
14 
ACCOUNTS FILE 
CUSTOMER NAME PTC X(30) 
SSM PTC 9(9) 
TELEPHONE WO PTC 9(10) 
ADDRESS 
STREET PTC X(20) 
CITY-STATE °TC X(17) 
ZIP PTC 9(5) 
ACCOUNT NUMBER PTC 9(9) 
ACCOUNT TYPE * PTC 9 
AVAILABLE BALANCE PTC 9(7)V99 
CURRENT BALANCE PTC 9(7)V9Q 
MONTHLY RET CHECKS "IC 9 
YEARLY  RET CHECKS PTC 99 
INTEREST AMOUNT °TC 9(7)V99 
TIME DEP AMOUNT PTC 9(7)V99 
DATE TD START PTC 9(6) 
DATE TD END r>TC 9(6) 
'The  key for this file is : 
Social Security Number (SSM). 
*   TYPE 1 for CHECKING ACC. 
TYPE 2 for SAVING \CC. 
TYPE 3 for TIME DEPflSTT ACCOUNTS, 
15 
OVERDRAFT ACCOUNTS FILE 
OVER DRAFT NUMBER r>TC 9(7) 
OVER DRAFT LIMIT "IC 9(H)V99 
CHECKING ACCOUMT NUMBER PTC 9(9) 
OFFICER MUMPER niC 9(6) 
START DATE PTC 0(6) 
DUE DATE r>TC 9(6) 
SECURITY" CODE * PTC X(2) 
The key for this file is 
OVER DRAFT NUMBER. 
*   TD : Time Deposit. 
BD : Bonds. 
RE : Real Estate. 
SR : Shares. 
AT : Assets. 
OR : Others. 
16 
LOANS FILE 
LOAM NUMBER r>TC «(9) 
LOAN TYPE PTC X( 10) 
CUST NAME PTC XC30) 
OFFICER NUMBER DTC 9(6) 
AMOUNT PTC 9(7)V99 
INTEREST PTC V99 
START DATE PTC 9(6) 
END DATE PTC 9(61 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE nTC 9(7)V99 
INSTALLMENTS PTC 9(7)V9C> 
TOTAL AMOUNT COLLECTED PTC 9(7)V<>9 
The  Key  is LOAN NUMRRP 
17 
DAILY  TRANSACTIONS   FILE 
TRANSACTION DATE PTC 9(6) 
TRANSACTION TIME DTC 9(6) 
TRANSACTION TVPE r>TC o 
ACCOUNT NUMBER PTC 9(9) 
TELLER NUMBER t5TC 9(6) 
BRANCH NUMBER PTC 9(3) 
BRANCH NAME "TC X ( 30) 
BRANCH MANAGER NAME PTC X(30) 
BRANCH ADDRESS 
STREET PTC X(20) 
CUT PTC X(17) 
STATE PTC X(2) 
ZIP njC 9(5) 
TRANSACTION AMOUNT PTC 9(7)V99 
CHECK NUMBER PTC 9(7) 
PASSBOOK LIME NUMBER PTC 9(7) 
The  Key  is   : 
TRANSACTION   DATE   &   TT"E. 
is 
EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS FILE 
CURRENCY NAME PTC X(15) 
CURRENCY RATE 
BUYING PTC 99V99 
SELLING PTC 99V99 
ACCOUNT NUMBER "TC 9(9) 
TELLER NUMBER PTC 9(6) 
BRANCH NUMBER PTC 9(3) 
BRANCH NAME PTC X(30) 
BRANCH MANAGER NAME PTC X(30) 
BRANCH ADDRESS 
STREET PTC X(20) 
CITY PTC X(17) 
STATE PTC X(2) 
ZIP PTC 9(5) 
EQUIVQLLENT AMT IN $ PTC 9(7)V99 
EXCHANGE CODE PTC X(20) 
The Key for this file is CURRENCY NAME 
19 
BRANCH DRAWER FILE 
DRAWER NUMBER PTC 9(4) 
DATE PTC 9(6) 
BRANCH NUMBER PTC 9(3) 
TELLER NUMBER PTC 9(6) 
CASH DM HAND START PTC 9(7)V99 
AMT RECEIVED ON OTHERS PTC 9(7)V99 
AMT RECEIVED DM US PTC 9(7)V99 
CASH DISPENSED PTC 9(7)V99 
CASH RECIEVED PTC 9(7)V99 
MO CHECKS RECIEVED ON US PTC 9(4) 
MO CHECKS RECIEVED O'J OTHERS r>TC 9(4) 
MO CHECKS DISPENSED PTC 9(4) 
AMT CHECKS DISPENSED &TC 9(7)V99 
FOREIGN CURRENCY PTC 9(7)V99 
The key for this file is : 
DRAWER NUMBER & DATE. 
70 
AUDIT   FILE 
AUDIT NUMBER PTC 
BRANCH NUMBER PTC 
TELLER NUMBER PTC 
REASON t>TC 
START DATE PTC 
END DATE PTC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF DEPOSITS PTC 
TOTAL NUMBER OE WITHDRAWALS PTC 
MAX AMT DEPOSITED PTC 
MAX AVT WITHDRAWN PTC 
9(7) 
9(3) 
9(6) 
X(30) 
9(6) 
9(6) 
9(6) 
9(6) 
9(7)V09 
9(7)V99 
Trie  icey  for   this  record  is  AUDIT NUMBER 
71 
PAYROLL FILE 
SS NUMBER PTC 9(10) 
EMPL NUMBER PTC 9(6) 
NAME PTC X(30) 
ADDRESS 
STREET PTC X(20) 
CITY PTC X(17) 
STATE PTC X(2) 
ZIP PTC 9(5) 
STATUS PTC X(7) 
BRANCH NUMBER PTC 9(3) 
LT.MTT PTC 9(7)vrqq 
START OF SERVICE PTC 9(6) 
END DE SURVIC :E PTC 9(6) 
MARTIAL STATUS PTC X 
NUMBER OP DEPENDENTS PTC 9 
SEX PTC X 
SALARY PTC 9(5)V99 
REG HR RATE PTC 99V99 
LAST MONTH DATA 
REG URS PTC 9(3) 
DVT HRS PTC 9(3) 
VAC HRS PTC 9(3) 
SIK HRS PTC 9(3) 
HOL HRS PTC 9(3) 
GROSS PAY PTC 9(<1)V99 
YEAR TO   DATE DATA 
YTD REG HRS PTC 9(4) 
YTD OVT HRS PTC 9(4) 
YTD VAC HRS PTC 9(4) 
YTD SIK HRS PTC 9(4) 
YTD HOL HRS PTC 9(4) 
YTD GROSS PAY PTC 9(6)V99 
YTD FED TAX PTC 9(6)V99 
YTD STATE TAX PTC 9(5)V99 
YTD LOCAL TAX PTC 9(4)V99 
Yl'D SS TAX PTC 9(4)V99 
??. 
EMPt., OKHIFITS 
RETIREMENT PTC 99 
LIFE INSURANCE PTC 99V99 
HEALTH INSURANCE PTC 99V99 
DENTAL PLANE PTC 99V99 
The key   for this r»nort-. Is 
SHCTAIi SECHPTTY MMMRER. 
?"* 
3.3 USES OF THE DATA BASE 
The  uses  for  which  the  data  base  should  be 
designed are summarized bf>low : 
1. List all types of accounts (checking, 
saving, time .deposit, loan*). 
2. List names of all customers. 
3. List all overdrawn accounts. 
4. Given a SS give the account number and vice 
a versa. 
5. List alJ bad accounts (those of returned 
checks). 
6. List all saving accounts which has balance 
more than $ 100,000. 
7. Give total of overdrawn amounts, number of 
accounts and transactions involved. 
8. Give total of exceedina saving accounts, 
number of accounts and transactions in- 
volved. Given a transaction in a certain 
day, along with the feller. 
9. Information about an account, like the name 
of the customer, his balance, an inquiry 
about a certain transaction, etc... 
10. List all transactions that took place on a 
certain work day. This includes at the end 
also a total of all the deposit transactions 
and the withdrawal transactions. 
11. Display the restrictions placed on the 
activities of particular teller, or officer. 
?4 
12. List aLl branches. 
13. List all employees. 
14. The branch at which a oarMcular employee is 
assigned to (this Includes the branch 
manager). 
15. The status of an emnioyee COfficpr, Teller, 
or Cleric). 
16. List all tellers, officers, clerks of the 
bank: by branch. 
17. List all the foreign currency activity that 
is the transactions, and the accounts 
involved with the name of currency and 
equivalent amount in dollars. 
?S 
3.4 ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE BANKING ENVIRONMENT 
1. The Customer SOCTM, SECURITY fJUMRER is 
unique. 
2. Account numbers are -il lotted bankwide, that 
is, the account numbers are unique. 
3. Account numbers consists of 9 digits, the 
first trfo digits determine the account type, 
the last seven digits ^rc the account serial 
number. 
4. A customer can open as manv accounts as he 
.likes (of course with somp limitations). 
5. Branch number is unlnne. 
6. Each branch has onlv one manager at a given 
point in time. 
7. Employee numbers arp unique. This includes 
tellers, officers and all other employees. 
8. Employees are divided into three categories: 
- TELLERS : Prevtous.lv described. 
- OFFICERS  :  Include  all managers, and 
all other supervisors. 
- CLERKS : Include all other employees. 
9. Employees of the bank are rotated between 
all the branches, hut once assigned to a 
certain branch he/she will remain there all 
that day. 
lu. Each  teller  has  a limit that, he/she can't 
?fi 
exceed for withdrawal. 
11. Each officer has a limit- hp/she can't exceed 
in giving loans or aivlng some overdraft 
facility to a customer. 
12. The overdraft faciHtv is given only to 
checking accounts, it 1s amount of money 
given to a certain customer with an interest 
over certain time limit and it has to be 
paid at the end of the oeriod. Mot every 
customer can gualifv for it. 
13. A customer is said to have a bad account if 
the number of returned checks exceeds five 
checks per month, or twentv four checks per 
a year. If a customer reaches either one of 
these limits his accounts will be closed. 
14. The time deposit can't be less than s 1000. 
The Interest rate denends on the period of 
time, the amount and the rates in the market 
that day, at the end of the time period the 
total of the amount and the interest is paid 
to the customer. 
15. Each cash drawer ha^  a unlnue number. 
16. Checks presented to the bank to be cashed 
are passed as one transactions. Checks 
deposited in an account *nd drawn on the 
bank are dealt with In the following way. 
When they are presented they will pass as a 
deposit transaction and at the end of the 
day It will pass as a debit (withdrawal) on 
the account which issued the check. 
17. There are two kinds of transactions debit or 
withdrawal t, credit or denos.lt 
13. For the foreian exchange the buying rate is 
related to credit  or  deposit  transaction, 
?7 
and  the selling rate 5s related to d^blt 
withdrawal transaction. or 
?R 
3.5 DATA DICTIONARY AND ITEMS DESCRIPTION 
The following is a list of all the record types 
involved in the data base In alnhabetical order. The 
data elements in each record are listed. 
RECORD TYPE PREFIX 
AUDIT RECORD TYPE AUOT- 
BRAMCH RECORD TYPE BR- 
CHECKING ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE CA- 
CITYSTATE RECORD TYPE CYST- 
CLERK RECORD TYPE CLRK- 
CUSTOMER RECORD TYPE C'JST- 
DAILY TRANSACTIONS RECORD TYPE DTRN- 
DRAWER RECORD TYPE DRAW- 
EMPL RECORD TYPE EMPL- 
EXCHANGE TRANS RECORD TYPE EXTR- 
tiD.AN ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE LOAN- 
OFFICER RECORD TYPE OFFR- 
HVERDIUFT ACCOUNTS RECORD TYPE OD- 
SAVING ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE SA- 
TEIJIJER RECORD TYPE TET.L- 
TIME DEPOSIT ACCOUNT RECOnn TYPR TD- 
?n 
ZIP   RECORD   TYPE ZP- 
10 
AUDIT RECORD TYPE 
AUDT-DATE-END 
AUDT-DATE-STA 
AUDT-REASON 
MAX-AMT-DEP 
MAX-AMT-WITH 
TO.T-NO-DEP 
TO.T-NO-WITH 
Ending date 
Starting da 
This is the 
numeric fie 
AUDIT. 
The  reson 
regular  an 
exceptional 
Phanmneric 
Largest  do 
deposit tra 
Largest  d 
withdrawal. 
Total numhe 
formed by q 
Total  n«im 
performed b 
of an AUDIT, 
te of an AUDIT. 
k;py of: this record, it is a 
Id which uniquely defines an 
of an AUDIT, whether it is 
dlt or investigation, or 
, e t- c..., it is an a I - 
field. 
liar  amount   involved   in 
nsactl on. 
ollar   amount  involved  in 
trans, 
r of deposit  trans.    per- 
sopcific teller, 
her   of  withdrawal  trans, 
v a snecific teller. 
BRANCH RECORD TYPE 
BR-ADDR 
BR-MGR-NAME 
BR-NAME 
Address of a hranch,  it  is  subdivide 
into:    ST  (Street), CTTY, STATK, and 
ZIP. 
Branch manaapr name,  it  is  mentioned 
here because It is involved in a lot of 
reports. 
Name of a branch. 
This  is 1-h.p key to BRANCH record type, 
it is unionelv identifies a branch,  it 
is  a numeric fjpld consisting of three 
diqits. 
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CHEKING ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE 
AVAIL-BAL      Available balance of a checkinq account 
is calculated by adding the actual 
balance of an account olus overdraft 
limits. Mocked amounts, and uncleared 
checks. 
uA-LLQ Is the kev to checking  account  record 
type. It is thp number assigned for a 
customer as his/her account, the first 
two digits are Q1 to indicate that the 
type of account |s a checking account, 
the next seven diaits are the account 
number. Tt uniquely defines an 
account. 
CURR-BAL       Current balance of a checking account. 
NO.-MONTH-RET   The   number  of  returned  checks  per 
month. This is a numeric field which 
has one dtnit, it is updated monthly to 
control the returned checks of an 
account. 
NO.-YEAR-RET    Number of vearlv returned checks, it is 
a two digits numeric field. This field 
is used to control the.returned checks 
on a yeariv basis. 
^? 
CITYSTATE RECORD TYPE 
ZIXISXA.IE. This is the name of city and state tn 
which a certain customer belongs. This 
record is used mainly Cor the purpose 
of sortinrj the mail of customers 
according to cit-v-state. Tt is the key 
for CITYSTATK RECORD TYPE. 
CLERK RECORD TYPE 
LLB&-LLQ Clerk number  is  the key  for  this 
record.  Tt tinlciuely identifies a clerk 
This  record  is added to the data 
base for fntnrp applications. 
CUSTOMER RECORD TYPE 
CUST-ADDR 
CUSI-SS-Lia 
CUSI-LLA.&1E, 
CUST-TEL-NO 
This is the address  of  the  customer,- 
only the street .-md/or number. 
Customer social security number, is the 
Key for this record. 
Customer  name,  it  is subdivided into 
CUST-LAST, CUST-FIRST, and CUST-INIT . 
customer telephone number. 
•n 
DAILY TRANSACTION RECORD TYPE 
CHECK-NO Check number Is 
used   in   conn 
accounts   trans 
available") other 
DTRN-AMT It  Indicates  t 
transaction. 
aiEti-QA.CE: The day on which 
place.    The  in- 
formed   hv   th 
DTRN-DATE R DTRN 
QZREIL-ZIUE: The unit of firne 
took place. 
DTRN-TYPE The   type   of 
subdivided into 
which  indicates 
TYPE 2  which  i 
transaction. 
PASSBOOK-LIN-NO The  passbook  1. 
only for savtna 
line  number  Is 
when a transactl 
a numeric field usually 
ection   with  checkina 
actions   (if   it   is 
wise it is ignored, 
he amount involved in a 
the transaction took 
ey for this record is 
e concatenation of 
-TIME. 
at which a transaction 
transaction,   it  is 
two  items  :  TYPE  I 
a deposit transaction; 
ndicates  a  withdrawal 
1ne  number is provided 
accounts, the passbook 
provided  at the time 
on is processed. 
T» 
DRAWER RECORD TYPE 
AMT-CHEK-DISP   Dollar amount: of dispensed checks. 
AMT-RECD-OTHR   Dollar  amount of checks recleved drawn 
on other hanks. 
AMT-RECD-US     Dollar amount of checks recleved  drawn 
on us. 
CASH-DISP       Total cash dispensed during day work. 
CASH-RECD       Total cash recieved during day work. 
CO.H-START       Cash on hand at start of a day • 
DRAW-DATE       A  business  dav.    tlvery teller has a 
cash drawer reoort on a business day. 
A teller Audit Report for a day or a 
group of davs may tie prepared. DATE is 
synonymous with DTRW-DATE (Daily Trans- 
action Date"). 
QEiLii-tlQ        Drawer  number  is  the  key  for  this 
record it uniquely identifies each 
drawer. 
NO.-CHEK-DISP    Number of checks dispensed. 
NO.-CHEK-ON-OTHR Number of checks drawn on other banks. 
NO.-CHEK-ON-US   Number of checks drawn on us. 
FO.REIGN-CURR    It is used in controlling the  flow  of 
foreign currency. 
1«5 
EMPLOYEE RECORD TYPE 
EMPL-ADDR 
EJ4EL-SS-&LQ 
EMPL-NAME 
EMPL-STATUS 
EMPL-SERV-DATE 
EMPL-END-DATE 
EMPL-MART-STA 
EMPL-NO-DEP 
EMPL-SEX 
SALARY 
EMPL-REG-HR-RT 
EMPL-LAST-MON- 
The addrpss of employee, it is further 
subdivided Into : STREET, CITY, STATE, 
ZTP. 
This the social security number, it is 
used as a key for this record, it is 
uniquely identifies an employee 
The name of emnloyee, it is subdivided 
into : EMPL-FIRST, EMPL-INIT (middle 
initial), EMPL-LAST . 
It is an aloha-numeric field which 
indicates the status of an employee jn 
the bank-; T for TELLER; 0 for OFFICER; 
C for CI..EPV. 
The date when employee starts working 
In the bank. 
The date when employee ends working in 
the bank, 1f he/she is still working it 
will he left empty. 
Employee martial status, i.e. M : 
MARRIED, S : STMGLE, I) : DIVORSED, W : 
WIDOW . 
The number of dependents for the 
employee. 
M : for Male; F • for female. 
If an empiovpp is salaried. 
Regular  nav npr hour for the employee. 
Overtime hour rate is 1 and  1/2  times 
the regular hour rate. 
DATA 
This is a ctroiio ot numeric fields which 
provide information concerning the 
employee's last pay period. It 
contains thp following : 
EMPL-LM-RFG-HRS : number of regular 
hours worked, EMPL-LM-OVT-HRS : number 
of overtime hours worked, 
EMPL-LM-VAC-HRS : number of vacation 
hours used, EMPL-LM-SCK-HRS : number of 
sickness hours used, EMPL-LM-HOL-HRS  : 
1* 
number of holiday hours used, 
EMPL-LM-GRDSS-PAY : dollar amount of 
gross pay. 
EMPL-YEAR-TO-DAT-DATA 
This is a nrotip of data fields which 
provide Information concerning the 
employee's year to date data. Tt 
contains the followina : 
EMPL-YTD-REG-HRS : number of regular 
hours worked EMPL-YTD-OVT-HRS : number 
of overtime hours worked 
EMPL-YTD-VAC-HRS : number of vacation 
hours used EMPL-YTD-SCK-HRS : number of 
sickness hours used, EMPL-YTD-HOL-HRS : 
number of holiday hours used, 
EMPL-YTD-GROSS-PAY:dollar amount of 
gross pav, EMPL-YTD-FED-TAX : dollar 
amount federal tax paid, 
EMPL-YTD-STAT-TAX: dollar amount state 
tax paid, EMPL-YTD-LOCAL-TAX: dollar 
amount local tax paid, EMPL-YTD-SS-TAX 
: dollar amount social sec.  tax paid. 
EMPL-BENIFITS   Tt is subdivided into the following: 
RETIRMENT      Employees mav retire at aqe   55 -vith  30 
years of service, age 60 with 20 years 
of service or ane 62 with 5 years of 
service. 
LIFE-INSURANCE  Employees  are  eligible  for  optional 
life insurance in amounts based on 
their annual salaries. The bank pays 
portion of the premiums. 
HEALTH-INSURANCE 
Employees are eligible for comprehen- 
sive health insurance and have choice 
from amono manv excellent plans. 
DENTAL-PLANE    Employees are  eligible  for  a  dental 
Plane. 
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EXCHANGE TRANSACTION RECORD TYPE 
CLiatiCI-tiJLbiE, Currency     name     }.s     the     key     for     this 
record, it Is ^n alpha-numeric field. 
CURNCY-RATE     The rate of the foreign  currency  <vlth 
respect to Hollars it is subdivided 
into : BUYING : which is the buying 
rate of currency ; SELLING: which is 
the sellina rate of currency. This 
field is undated dally because it 
changes on a dan.y basis. 
EQ-AMT-S       Equivalent- dollars amount for a certain 
draft. 
EXTR-CODE      Exchanae  transaction  code   that   is 
Whether it is a draft, a money order, a 
money transfer, traveler's checks, 
etc... 
EXTR-DATE      The   day  on   which   the  exchange 
transaction took place. 
EXTR-TIME      The  unit  of time at which an exchange 
transaction took place. 
?% 
LOAN ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE 
LO.AN-AMT        Dollars  amount  of  money  taken  by ^ 
customer as a loan. 
LOAN-AMT-COLL   Total amount collected from a   loan. 
LD.AN-DATE-ENO  The date on which the loan  has  to  be 
totally cnilectprt from a  customer. 
LO.AN-DATE-START The  date  on  which  the period of the 
loan is started. 
LO.AN-INSTAL     Amount  of  monpv   to   be   paid   as 
installments by customer. 
LOAN-INTEREST   Interest   rate  assigned  for  a  loan 
depends on the neriod of time and has 
to be paid at thp end with the loan. 
LQAU-ALQ Tioan  number   is   the   key   for   this   record, 
it uniqiie.lv Identifies each loan 
account thf» first two dlqits are 04 to 
indicate the tvpe of the account, the 
next seven dlaits are for the account 
number. 
LO.AN-TOT-AMT-DUE 
Total amount due to be paid at the end 
of the period of the loan . 
L0.AN-TYPE      The type of a loan like: Mortqaqe loan, 
installment loan, student loan, etc... 
OFFICER RECORD TYPE 
OFFR-LIMIT     The officer limit it is used in  qivinq 
loans and overdrafts. The manaqer (or 
officer) cannot exceed his limit. 
QEER-HQ        This the key for this record,  actually 
it has nnthina to do with the officer. 
It is the emnlovpe number. once an 
employee is hired by the bank he is 
assigned a nitmhpr that will uniquely 
identifies him/her. 
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OVERDRAFT ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE 
OD-DATE-START   The  date in which this option is aiven 
to a customer. 
OD-DUE-DATE     The last date in  tfhich  the  overdraft 
facility expires and a decision has to 
be taken whether to cancel It or renew 
it, this Is after paylna the whole 
amount due on => customer, 
OD-INTEREST     The  Interest  rate  assigned   for   a 
customer, it has to be paid by customer 
at the end of due late alorv; with the 
amount due on him. 
OD-LIMIT        The  overdraft  amount   aiven   to   a 
customer as an nptoin. It enables him 
to overdraw his oalance iin to this 
amount. 
aH-filO. This  is  the  key  to  this  record it 
consists of six diaits. 
SECUR-CDDE     Security code is used  to  indicate  on 
what basis an overdraft was given to a 
customer, and what will ensure the 
return of the Rank's money back. It is 
subdivided Into : 
- TD ; Time bepos.it ; 
- BD : nonds ; 
- RE : Real Rstate ; 
- SR : shares ; 
- AT : Assets ; 
- OR : others . 
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SAVING ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE 
SA-BAL Saving account balance. 
SA-INTEREST-AMT Dollar  amount  of Interest given to an 
account. Tt ts kept Cor tax reporting 
purposes. 
SaL-fiLQ- This  is  the  key for this record, the 
first two dinits are 02 to indicate the 
type of the account, the next seven 
digits are the account number, it is 
uniquely identifies the account. 
TELLER RECORD TYPE 
TELL-LIMIT     Amount of money a teller is not allowed 
to exceed in withdrawal. 
IELL,-IiQ        It is the Vev for TELLER record type. 
41 
TIME DEPOSIT ACCOUNT RECORD TYPE 
TD-AMT 
TD-END-DATE 
TD-INTEREST 
TD-START-DATR 
Dollar amount of a time deposit . 
The date in which the period oC a Time 
Deposit exnires. After this date a 
decision has to be taken for either 
renewal or release accordinu to 
customer's desire. 
Interest of a time deposit. It varies 
according to tho amount and period. 
This the kev ot this record. It 
uniquely identifies each time deposit. 
The first two digits are <>3 which 
indicates this tvpe of account, and the 
next seven specify the account number. 
The date on vhich a time deposit 
begins. 
ZIP RECORD TYPE 
2LIBCQQC A numeric field that is the key and 
only field in this record. It is the 
zip code of customer's address. It is 
used mainly in sortina the mall 
according to the zip code to qualify 
for reduced rates. 
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3.6 RECORD TYPES RELATIONSHIPS 
This system of data consists of 17 ( seventeen ) 
record types (which were mentioned previously). What 
follows is a list of all thp relationships between 
record types. These relationships must exist in order 
to satisfy the requirements, uses and needs mentioned 
before. The prefix of a record Is used instead of the 
full name of a record In describing these 
relationships. 
The representation of the relationships will 
5 
be as follows: 
A ONE TO OWE RELATION :  < > 
A ONE TO MANY RELATION :  < >> 
A MANY TO OME RELATION :  << > 
A RELATION WITH THE SYSTEM :  > 
5 
DATA BASE,  Structured  Technieques  for  Design, 
Performance, and Management: by s. ATRE. pg. 101-402. 
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RECORD TYPE RELATIONSHIPS 
AUDT     BR   < >> MTDT 
TELL < >> MIDT 
BR       BR   < >> AUDT 
RR   <-- >> DRAW 
HP   < >> cj\s'T 
BR   < >> EMPT, 
RR   < >> oTRN 
RR   < >> EXTP 
SYSTEM > BR 
CA       CA   < >> DTRN 
CA   < >> EXTR 
CA   <----—> on 
CUST < > CA 
CUST <-- >> CA 
CYST     CYST < >> CUST 
CLRK     EMPT, < > CTjRK 
CUST     CUST < >> CA 
CUST < > CA 
CUST < >> SA 
CUST < -->> TD 
CUST < >> LOAN 
CYST < >> CUST 
ZP   < >> CUST 
BR   < -->> CUST 
DTRN     CA   < >> DTRN 
SA   < >> DTRM 
RR   <—-—>> DTRN 
TELL < -->> DTRN 
LOAM < >> DTRM 
DRAW  ,   BR   < — --->> DRAW 
TEL!. <-- >> DRAW 
EMPL    RMPf, < > TELL 
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EXTR 
LOAM 
OFFR 
OD 
SA 
TRliL 
F.MPT.. < > OFFR 
F.MPT, < > CT.RK 
RR   < ->> PMPL 
.SYSTFM > EMPI, 
CA < >> F.XTR 
SA < ->> FXTR 
RR < >> EXTR 
TFJ.T, < >> F.XTR 
CU.ST <-- >> LOAN 
riFFP <- — -->> LOAN 
1,0AM <-- >> OTRiJ 
OFFR < >> LOAN 
FMPL < > OFFR 
OFFR < >> on 
CA   < > oi) 
OFFR < ->> on 
SA   < >> DTRN 
SA   < >> FXTR 
HIST < -->> .SA 
TFLI, < >> DTRN 
TRT.T, < >> FXTR 
TRTJI, <----->> AWT 
TFM, < >> DRAW 
FMRt, < > TFLL 
TD 
ZP 
CMST < >> xj) 
ZP   < >> CUST 
4 5 
3.7 CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA 
The following attachment Is a diagram of the final 
data base schema. The conceptual schema designed, 
followed a basic philosophy. Data redundancy was 
eliminated wherever possible, replacing the data with 
pointers to the related records. The recommended 
system Is capable of anv function of the old system. 
Also, the new system provides the capability of on-line 
inquiry and update, as well as meeting the needs of 
management (see section 2.1). 
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4. DDL REPRESENTATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA 
4.1 EXPLANATIONS AND BACKUP 
Keeping in min<i the nccurrpnces and volatility of 
records type in the data base, the storage requirements 
were calculated. The object schema was then translated 
into the DDL (Data Description r.arujuage). 
The DDL was prepared in accordance with the 
CODASYL Data Base Task Groun Report, April 1971 ; and 
Data Base Management System Admlnistraor's Manual for 
DECSYSTEM-20, May 1977. 
LQCiLILQil_ilQaE:_QE:_aE:CQEQa 
The term "CALC" is an abbreviation of 
"CALCULATION". When a record Is to be stored 
in the data base, its data base key Is 
calculated after concatenating the values in 
the  data  items specified after "USING" in the 
6 
"LOCATION MODE" clause. 
In the Data Base  Task Group  report,  CALC 
6 
Data  Base  Structured  Techniques  For Design, 
Performance, And Management: by S. ATRE. pq. 238. 
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7 
implicitly means "HASMTMC". 
t. When random access is require! outside a set 
relationship and ns^ne is frequent and/or 
record occurrences are low. 
2. When record is a member of a set whose owner 
is in a different area. 
3. When record is owner of all sets in which It 
participates (except a svstem set). 
It has been decided that all the location modes of 
the records in this schpma will be of CALC type, 
because of one or more of the ^hove mentioned reasons, 
for example: 
Because of reason (t), which is mentioned above, 
CHEKING-ACOREC record is assiqned the CALC LOCATION 
MODE. The RRAN'CU-REc rerord tvpe is assianed CALC 
LOCATION MODE due to reason (3). And likewise, 
AUDI.T-REC and QRA/?ER-REC records were assiqned CALC 
LOCATION  MODE  because  of  renson  (2).    DRAWER-REC 
7 
Data  Rase   Structured  Techniques   For   Oesiqn, 
Performance, And Management: by s. ATRE. pq. 239. 
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records. 
Duplicates are not allowed on any record keys, 
except for EXCHAUGE-TRAUS-PFC record since the key is 
currency name . 
For efficiency of processing _ access, deletion, 
and insertion _ prior linv-aae hqs been specified for 
sets, except when volatiiitv of member records is low, 
or access applications are sequential. For sets in 
which prior linkage was specified, overhead calcula- 
tions include prior pointers for each occurrence of 
tiember and owner records. 
Prior linkage vas not specified for the following 
sets, along with the reason: 
- BR-CUSTOMRR-SET  :  access   application   is 
sequential. 
- BR-TRANS-SET  : access application is sequen- 
tial. 
- BR-EXTR-SET • access application  is  seguen- 
so 
tlai. 
- BR-CASH-DRAWER-SET : low volatility. 
- BR-AUDIT-SET : low volatility. 
- BR-EMPL-SET  •  access application is sequen- 
tial. 
- TEliL-AUDIT-SET : low volatility. 
- TELL-CASH-DRAW-SET :  access  application  is 
sequential. 
- TELL-PERFDRMANCE-SET  : access application is 
sequential. 
- TELL-EXCH-PERF-SET :  access  application  Is 
sequential. 
- MGR-OD-APPR-SET : low volatility. 
- MGR-LOAM-APPR-SFT : low volatility. 
0.421 El£_EaL&LlERS 
To facilitate traverslnq the data base, owner 
pointers have been specifier) for most set member 
records except sets whose owner is system. 
No owner link specified for : 
- BRANCH-SET : owner is svstem. 
- EMPLOYEE-SET : owner is system. 
- BAD-ACCTS-SET  : set is one-to-one with prior 
st 
pointers. 
- OVERDRA.VM-CA-SET  :  set  is  one-to-ono with 
prior pointers. 
Order is sorted is specified only for  sets  where 
sorted reports are require. 
Sorted Sets are : 
- BR-CUSTOMER-SET  :  for  rpnorts  about  cus- 
toners. 
- CA-SET : for reports about Checking Accounts. 
- SA-SET : for reports About saving Accounts. 
- TD-SET  :  for  reports  About  Time  Deposit 
Accounts. 
- LOAM-SET' : for reports About Loan Accounts. 
- BRANCH-SET : for reports ahout Branches. 
- EMPLOYEE-SET : for reoorts about Employees. 
Duplicates  are  not  allowed  because  in member 
records duplicates are not allowed. 
S££.tiEti&£&&tlLE 
In most of the sets, member records are  specified 
^7 
as  AUTOMATIC.    Tn case a member record type Is to be 
inserted in the  data  basp  manually,  insertion  mode 
MANUAL  is  employer].    npcision  of  choosinq between 
AUTOMATIC and MANUAL modes is application dependent. 
Records with MANUAL (Insertion): 
- CHEKIMG-ACC-REC in HAn-ACCTS-SET. 
- OVERDRAFT-REC in OVfi'.nnRAWM-CA-SET and MGR-OD- 
APPP-SET. 
- DAILY-TRAMS-REC in CA-TPAMS-SET, SA-TRAMS- 
SET, LOAtf-TRANS-SET, RR-TRANSSTE and TELL- 
PERFORMANCE-SET. 
- EXCHANGE-TRAMS-RPC in CA-EXTR-STE, SA-EXTR- 
SET, OR-EXTR-SET and TELL-EXTR-PERF-SET. 
- AUDIT-REC in TKLL-AUDT-SET. 
- DRAWER-REC in TELL-CASH-DRAW-SET. 
- LOAM-REC in MGR-LOAK-APPR-RET. 
OPTIONAL deletion is used for members of sets for 
which it is desirable to delete member record 
occurrences without deJ.et.lno thier owner records. 
Record vith OPTIONAL (deletion): 
- CHEKING-ACC-REC in BAD-ACCTS-SET. 
- T1ME-DEP0SIT-REC in Th-SFT. 
S3 
- LOAM-REC in LOAN-SET. 
- OVERDRAFT-REC in OVERnPAWM-CA-SET. 
- DRAWER-RE" in TELL-CASH-ORM-J-SET. 
- AUDIT-REC in TELI.,-AUnT-SFT. 
All  otner  member  records  are  specified  as 
"4AMDATORV(deletion). 
The SUB-SCHEMA was first proposed by the 
Data Base Task Group, for defining views of a 
conceptual schema that wis Itself defined using 
3 
the Data Description T.ancj'iaae. 
This part of the schema was written after deciding 
tfhat application programs are needed. The schema 
BANK,DDL contains five sub-schemas which serve five 
application programs, those subschemas contain only 
those AREAS, RECORDS, and SETS which are needed in tne 
application programs, the five subschemas are: 
8 
Principles  of  Databasp  systems:   by  Jeffery 
D. IJ11 m a n. P g. 0. 
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SUB-SCHEMA NAME TS TRAMSCM  : 
Which serves 3rd pronram. 
AREA SECTION. 
COPY ALL AREAS. 
RECORD SECTION. 
BRANCH-REC. 
CUSTOMER-REC. 
CHEK1NG-ACC-REC. 
SAVIMG-ACC-REC. 
TELLER-REC. 
EMPLOYEE-REC. 
DAILY-TRANS-RKC. 
SET SECTION. 
CA-SET SA-SRT CA-TPAMS-SRT 
SA-TRAMS-SET BR-TRAWS-SET 
TELL-PERFORMANCE-SRT TELLERS-SET, 
SUB-SCHEMA NAME IS UPTRSCH : 
Which serves 5th proqram. 
AREA SECTION. 
COPY ALL AREAS. 
RECORD SECTION. 
DAILY-TRANS-REC. 
CHEKING-ACC-REC. 
SAVING-ACC-REC. 
TELLER-REC. 
BRAMCH-REC. 
CUSTOMER-REC. 
SET SECTION. 
CA-SET SA-SET CA-TPAMS-SRT SA-TRANS-SET 
TELL-PERPORMANCE-SRT RR-TRANS-SET. 
SUB-SCHEMA NAME IS ACCSCH : 
rthich serves 2nd program. 
SS 
AREA SECTION. 
CUSTOMER-AREA. 
ACCOUNTS-AREA. 
BRANCH-AREA. 
RECORD SECTION. 
CUSTOMER-REC. 
BRAMCH-REC. 
CHEKING-ACC-REC. 
SAVING-ACC-REC. 
TIHE-DEPC1SIT-PEC. 
LOAN-REC. 
SET   SECTION. 
BR-CUSTOMER-SET CA-SET 
SA-SET TD-SET LOAN-SET, 
SUB-SCHEMA NAME IS CUSTSCW : 
Which serves 1st proar^m. 
AREA SECTION. 
CUSTOMER-AREA. 
BRANCH-AREA. 
RECORD SECTION. 
CUSTOMER-REC. 
ZIP-REC. 
CITYSTATE-REC. 
BRANCH-REC. 
SET SECTION. 
CITYSTATE-SET ZIP-SFT BR-CUSTOMER-SET, 
SUB-SCHEMA NAME IS ODSCH • 
Which serves 4th pronra"i, 
AREA SECTION. 
BRANCH-AREA. 
CUSTOMER-AREA. 
ACCOUNTS-AREA. 
*f> 
RECORD SECTION. 
BRAMCH-REC. 
CUSTOMER-REC. 
CHEKING-ACC-RFX. 
OVERDRAFT-REC. 
SET   SECTION. 
BRANCH-SET   BP-CUSTO'lER-RET 
CA-SET   OVERDRAWM-C\-SET. 
S7 
4.2   PAGE   ORGANIZATION 
£RQtiLIU 
All records were specified a 10% growth rate on 
total words. Also extra panes between areas are 
reserved for additional growth. 
Words per page are chosen to reduce unused total 
words on all pages using empirical calculations. 
Calculation was based on words ner page ( a multiple of 
512 ) less 2 words for a line and a page header and n 
words for n calc chain headers. 
AREA WPP 
BRANCH-AREA 51?. 
CUSTOMER-AREA 40ofi. 
ACCOUNTS-AREA 40Qft. 
EMPLOYEE-AREA 51?. 
ZlLkLU.-U.E.LaE.Q.S. 
Assigned to pages containlna CAT.C records based on 
records  per  page  and  access  freguency.  Freguently 
5R 
accessed  records  are calced -it 10-15 records per calc 
chain. 
BAG£a 
Number of paaes arr» calculated from records 
occurrences including qrowt-.h, divided by calculated 
records per page. 
Because of: the space limitation in the directory 
used for this thesis, the n^ge organization is not 
based on calculations, instead (10) paries have been 
assigned for each area, to test the data and the 
conceptual schema, to see whether it is workinq or not. 
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4.3 RECORDS FREQUANCY AND VOLATILITY 
The following table indicates the user's view of 
the data base usaae. The nreftx number is the user's 
vie*/, and the statement that follows is frequency of 
usage.  The prefix numbers are outlined in section 2.3. 
1. 1 per week per branch. 
2. 1 per week per branch. 
3. 1 per week per branch. 
4. 1000 per day. 
5. 1 per day per branch. 
6. 1 per day per branch. 
7. 1 per day per branch. 
a. 1 per day per branch. 
9. 1 per day per branch. 
10. 1000 per day. 
11. I per day. 
12. 2 per month. 
13. 1 per month. 
14. 1 per nonth. 
fiO 
15. 1 per month. 
16. 1 per month. 
17. 1 per month. 
18. 1 oer day. 
"tlCLiaCl-lLQLU-lE: 
The £oHowj.nq table Indicates the number of 
occurrences of a particular record type in the data 
oase.    The  table is uspa for calculating the current 
storage requirements for the rtata base. 
RECORD TYPE NUMRER OF OCCURRENCES 
AUDIT-REC TOOO 
ftRANCH-REC 100 
CHEKING-ACC-REC 200,000 
CITYSTATE-REC SO 
CLERK-REC 450 
CUSTOMER-REC 700,000 
DAILY-TRAMS-REC 100,000 
DRAWER-REG 1000 
EMPLOYEE-REC 7000 
EXCHANGE-TRANS-REC 5000 
IJOAN-REC 100,000 
OFFICER-REC SO 
OVERDRAFT-REC 70,000 
5AVIMG-ACC-REC 700,000 
TELLER-REC 1500 
TIME-DEPOSIT-REC SO,000 
ZIP-REC 150 
fit 
5. LOADING THE DATA BASE 
5.1 PROCEDURE 
Starting front the schema BANK.DDL, and the nine 
data files of the old system , a COPOT. program is 
written to load the data hasp. 
The following is a ljstinn nt the nine data files, 
along with the names In which they appear in the 
directory : 
.1.. Checking, Saving, Time Penosit Accounts file 
: ACCT.DAT. 
2. Audit file : AUDIT.HAT. 
3. Branches file : BRANCH.PAT. 
4. Cash Drawer file : nnnwEP.nAT. 
5. Daily Transaction file : nTRAMS.DAT. 
6. Exchange Transaction file : EXTRAN.DAT. 
7. Loans Accounts file : LOANS.DAT. 
8. Overdraft Accounts file : riDACCT.PAT. 
9. Payroll file : PAYRnr.nAT. 
These files have been created by an interactive 
COBOL program called DATA.CBL.  A listing of Data files 
f>? 
is in the APPRMDIX. 
5.2 DATA BASE LOADING PROGRAM 
The loading proqram is written in ArJSl standard 
COBOL and it is called LOAn.CBL (a listing of. the 
program can be found in the ftpnendix). 
The data base was loadea according to algorithm 
shown in the Clow charts listed 1n APPENDIX II. 
In the loading' process, those records who did not 
have an owner were loaded first, then their immediate 
members, and so on down to the records which have no 
tiembers. 
The program was written in a modular form for ease 
of maintenance. 
All the paragraphs nreflved by an *A' are 
main logic paragranhs which control. the 
opening, loading, and closing the data base. 
The 'B' paragraphs control loading the 
BRANCH-REC record. 
The 'C paragraphs control the loading of 
EMPLOYEE-AREA. 
The '0' paragraphs control the nartial 
loading of the CUSTOMFR-APEH ( CUSTOMER-REC, 
CITYSTATE-REC, ZIP-RFP 1 and CHEKING-ACC-REC, 
SAVIMG-ACC-REC  and TTMR-n^nosiT-REC from the 
fil 
ACCOUNTS-AREA. 
- The 'E' paragraphs control the completion of 
loading the CnSTOMER-ARFA And another oart of: 
the ACCOUNTS-AREA ( T.nAN-RFC ). 
- The 'F' paragraphs control the loading o£ 
AUDIT-REC record. 
- The 'G' paragraphs control the loadina of 
DRAWER-REC record. 
- The 'H' paragraphs control the loading of: 
OVERDRAFT-REC record. 
- The 'I' paragraphs control the loading of 
DAH.Y-TRAMS-REC recorl. 
- The 'J' paragraphs control the loading of 
EXCHANGE-TRANS-REC record. 
- The 'X' paragraph handles the initialization 
of all the counters *nd end of files used in 
the program. 
- The 'Z' paragraph handles any error codes 
which occured during the loading process. 
After successfully nerforiMna each one of the 
above mentioned paragraphs a message is displayed 
giving the number of stored records, number of inserted 
records in sets which require insertion, and finally 
whether the area has been oartially or completely 
loaded. 
In loading the BRANCH-RFC record, as each  record 
r,4 
fro.n the BRANCHES file was read, a FIND is issuer! to 
determine whether or not the particular record exists 
in the data base. If not, a STORE is issued to add the 
record to the data base, and to establish its currency. 
In loading the EMPLOYEE-AREA, the PAYROLL file was 
stored with Employee Social Security Number as a key. 
For each record in the navroii file, a FIND is issued 
to search the data base and find the particular 
F3RAUCH-REC record in which an enployee is working to 
establish the currency for KRAWTH-REC record, 1£ not 
found, this is an error, otherwise an EMPLOYEE-PEC 
record occurrence is stored if it is unique. A check 
is performed here on the EMPLOYEE-STATUS, where : 
T : means that thp employee belongs to 
TELLERS category, and a STORE is issued to 
Store TELLER-REC record in TELLERS-SET. 
D : Tieans that tn* employee belongs to 
OFFICERS category, and a STORE IS issued to 
Store OFFICER-REC record in OFFICERS-SET. 
C : means that the emnlovee belongs to CLEPKS 
category, and a STORE is issued to store 
CLERK-REC record in m,ERKS-SET. 
For those three categories the  key  is  EMPLOYEE- 
K5 
NUMBER,  which is unique 1f anv duplication happens the 
duplicate record will not he stored. 
In loading CUSTOMER-AREA completely and part of 
ACCOUNTS-AREA, the records from ACCOUNTS file and LOANS 
file were stored in the data base. From ACCOUNTS file 
each record is read and the data was moved to the 
corresponding fields of the records in the data base. 
A FIND is issued then to establish the occurrence of 
CITYSTATE-REC record and ZI^-Rpr- record. Tf not found 
the records are stored, otherwise no records are stored 
since the record already exists in the data base. 
Since the BRAMCH-REC records already exist in the data 
oase, a FIND is issued to establish the occurrence of 
this record. If not found, then error has occurred, 
else a FIND is issued for establishing the occurrence 
of CUSTOMER-REC record. Tf it is not found, then the 
given record is stored. 
Accounts types are: CHECKING, SAVING, and TIME 
DEPOSIT. The record is stored after checkina its type. 
For the sake of simplicity the three types mentioned 
above are coded as integers: 1, ?,   and 3 respectively. 
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The sane procedure used In finding and storing is 
followed when the LOANS flip is accessed. By 
completing this file, the CUSTOMER-AREA now is 
completely loaded, and the ACCHMMTS-APEA is partially 
loaded. One additional thlna is performed here, that 
is, finding the OFFICER-RFC record to establish the 
occurrence of this record and then, if found, INSERT 
LO.AW-REC into MGR-LOAM-APPR-SFf set (Manager Loan 
Approval set). 
For loading AUDIT-PKC, and DRAWFR-REC and 
OVERDRAFT-REC records, thr^e files were accessed : 
AUDIT file, CASH DRAWEP file and OVERDRAFT ACCOUNTS 
file. For the first two record types, a FIND is issued 
to establish the occurrence of a BRANCH-RFC record and 
TELLER-REC record. If found, the corresponding records 
are stored and/or inserted In the data base according 
to the nature of the set. from the point of 
insertion/deletion. 
For the third record tvne fnvERDRAFT-REC record) a 
FIND is Issued to establish the occurrence of 
CHECKING-ACC-REC record and  OFFTCEH-REC  record.    If. 
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found, a STORE is Issued to store the record in the 
data base, and an Insertion of the record in 
v,GR-OD-APPR-SEr set will tai-e Place. By loadinq these 
three records the RRANCH-AREA now is completely loaded, 
and the ACCDIJMT'S-AREA is nartlaliy loaded. 
Upon completion of the m^dina of ACCOUNTS-AREA, 
the data base will be cnmnietoiy loaded. In order to 
do this, the last two files nMLY TRANSACTIONS and 
EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS ar« read. The same procedure in 
finding, storing, and insertino is followed. BRAHCH- 
REC, TELIJER-REC, CHKCKI'JG-ACC-PEC, SAVING-ACC-REC and 
finally I..0AN-KEC (L.OAW-REC onlv in case Of DAILY-TRANS- 
REC) are stored/inserted. 
Tf. these two records were successfully loaded 
without a fatal error, the ACCOUNTS-AREA is completely 
loaded, the program ends, and tb*» data base has been 
loaded. 
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5.3 ERROR CHECKING 
The system error flan Is checked after every data 
oase imperative is issuer). Tf an expected error does 
not occur (i.e., NOT FOUND for ETND or DUPLICATE REcrmn 
for STORE), an abnormal termination occurs and control 
is given to ZlOO-DBMS-STATtis. An abort message is 
displayed by this section, along with the error code 
and the SET, RECORD, and AREA in which the error 
occured. The LAST-GROUP-ANFA is also dispLayed. 
Since journaling is not available in the schema 
3ANK, the loading program had to reoort some kind of 
status If the load aborted so that the load could be 
restarted and continued. The error routine lives the 
programmer enough information to continue the tile 
loading at the point of termination. 
Note: It is recommended that the data base be 
oacked up to magnetic tane, disk, or diskette as soon 
as it is loaded and before any transactions have 
occurred. 
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5.4 DATA TRACE 
The data base has been created in such a way that 
when loading is finished it will be clear whether the 
data has been successfullv loaded or not. For example, 
after the ACCOUNTS FILE is successfully loaded the 
following information is displayed on the screen: 
- Number of-CITY-STATES 11. 
- Number of ZIP-CODE 1?. 
- Number of CUSTOMERS 14. 
- Number of CHECKING ACC 12. 
- Number of SAVING ACC 5 / 
- Number of. TIME DEPOSIT ACC 3. 
- Number Of BAD ACCOUNTS 4. 
Similer messages are displayed after each file is read 
and stored in the data base. This indicates that the 
loading was successful and accurate. 
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6. APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Interlace between the application 
programs and the data base management system, 
refered to as the nata Manipulation Language 
"DML", is imbeded in a host language such as 
COBOL. It is desirable that it should have a 
syntax compatible with the host language, 
because tne application has a host language and 
the  data  iianipulat ion lanauage statements are 
9 
intimately mixed. 
In this chapter a brief explanation Is given, to 
explain the application programs written to retrieve 
the data stored In the data base, and/or update the 
data base. These programs are examples of many other 
application programs that- could be written. Tne 
following is an outline of the application programs: 
1. The  first  program  Is designed to retrieve 
the customer's personal Information. 
2. The second one, is for the retrieval of  the 
9 
Computer  Data-Rase  Oraanization:  by James Martin, 
pg. 92. 
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data from all types of accounts. 
3. The third one, Is to retrieve data from 
checking accounts and savinq accounts 
transactions. The pronrams 1, 2, 3 and 4 
are of the on-line interactive type. The 
user has to interact with them to retrieve 
the data he/she needs. 
4. The next program, is an example of data 
retrieval with report veneration. The data 
retrieved by this proqram 1s the overdrawn 
checking accounts data. The result of the 
program is displayed on the terminal's 
screen, as well as stored in a disk file. 
5. F'inally the last nrooram is desioned to 
carry out new (withdrawal/deoosit) trans- 
actions for savinn/chf>cHnq accounts. The 
transactions are carried out, interactively, 
one at a time and the data base is updated 
accordingly. 
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6.2 PROGRAMS DESCRIPTION 
What follows is a brief dpscrlotion of the loaic 
of the application programs writ-ten for the data base 
retrieval and updating. 
This program lnteractlvply answers the user 
queries about customers. The program logic is 
explained below: 
STEP 1 User  enters customer's Social Security 
Number. 
STEP 2 Program searches the data base with  th 
Social Securltv Number as key* and 
retrieves the relevant customer record. 
If this search is successful then 
customer's personal information such as 
his/her name, street address, city 
address and zip code are displayed. 
STEP 3 Tf user is Intrested to know the branch 
of this particular customer he/she 
should enter "Y" for "YES". Otherwise 
enter "fi" for "mi". 
STEP 4 To continue interacting with  the  data 
base for similar queries about other 
customers, the user should enter the 
letter "C". otherwise he/she should 
enter "Q". 
STEP 5 If user enters "C"   in STEP 4 ao to STKP 
1. If user enters "Q" in STEP 4 return 
to the main nronram. 
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This program is desinned to retrieve data from all 
types of accounts available in the data base. These 
accounts are stored in the data base in the following 
records: 
1. CHEKIMG-ACC-REC  record  type : For checking 
accounts. 
2. SAVIN'G-ACC-REC  record  tvpe  :  Kor  savinq 
accounts. 
3. TIME-DEPDSIT-REC  record  tyoe  :  For  time 
deposit accounts. 
4. LOAN-REC record type : ^or loan accounts. 
The program loqic is explained below: 
STEP 1 Enter  one  of  the  followinq account 
types: 
- CA for Checking Accounts. 
- SA for Ravine Accounts. 
- TD for Time Deposit Accounts. 
- LA for T.oan Accounts. 
STEP 2 Enter relevant account number. 
STEP 3 If  account  number  is correct, invoke 
7 4 
the procedure neccessary to retrieve 
information ahnnt that account (for 
each tyne of accounts there is a 
seperate nrocedure). Display the 
information on the screen. If account 
number is not correct, display error 
message. 
STEP 4 To continue interacting with the system 
for similar queries about the same or 
other accounts enter *'C". 
STEP 5 If character entered in STEP 4  is  "C" 
•70 to STEP I. 
STEP 6 If  character  entered in .STEP 4 is "0" 
return to the main orogram. 
STEP 7 If character entered is not "C" or  "0" 
report an error, and qo to STEP 4. 
IELEQ_E.EQ!IEiLii 
This program answers queries about daily 
transactions related to chocUrn or savina accounts, by 
retrieving the data stored in the data base in 
OAILY-TRANS-REC, CHECKTMn-ACOREC , SAVTNG-ACC-REC , 
BRAMCH-REC, TELLER-REC, CMSTDMFp-REC record types. 
The program logic is nxniained below: 
STEP 1 Enter transaction key (this key is  the 
concatenation of date and time the 
transaction was carried out). 
STEP 2 Search the data base with  key  entered 
in STEP 1. Tf search is successfull 
display information reqerding this 
transaction. Tf the key is wrong 
report error. 
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STEP 3 To continue interacting with the system 
enter  character  "C".  Otherwise enter 
"Q". 
STEP 4 If the character entered In STEP  3  is 
"C" go to STEP 1 . 
STEP 5 IF  the  character entered in STEP 3 is 
"0"   return to main proaram. 
STEP 6 Tf character entered in STEP 3 Is other 
than "C" or "r>" report error, and go to 
STEP 3. 
The records retrieved hv this proaram are : 
OVERDRAFT-REC, CHEKING-ACC-REr, BRATJCH-REC and 
CUSTOMER-RE" record types. The output generated hy 
this program is a report that contains information 
about overdrawn accounts. This report Is useful for 
the management. 
The following algorithm was followed 1n the forth 
program: 
STEP 1 Open output file. 
STEP 2 Print the date and  time  on  wich  the 
report is aenerated, both on the screen 
and the output file. 
STEP 3 Find  the  first  branch  record in the 
data base. 
STEP 4 Within this branch,  search  for  those 
customers who have checking accounts. 
STEP 5 Search  for  those  accounts  who  have 
overdraft. 
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STEP 6 If  no information obtained in STKPs   1, 
4 and 5 qo to STFP R. 
STEP 7 Print Pranch namo and number,  Customer 
name and account number, and the 
overdraft account status, on the screen 
as well as on the output file. 
STEP 8 Find next branch  record  In  the  data 
base. 
STEP 9 J.f  next branch record found qo to STFP 
3. 
STEP 10 Return to main nroqram. 
This is the last examnle of application programs. 
Tt can be used in updatino the data base. To be more 
specific, this proqram is used to carry out new 
transactions of checklna accounts and/or savlnq 
accounts. Updating means t-.hat np»' records may be added 
to the already existing ones, in this case 
DAILY-TRAMS-REC records are added to the data base, and 
also some other existinn records may he modified, in 
this case CHEKIWG-ACC-REC or SAVING-ACC-REC records 
depending on which one is Involved in the transaction. 
The following algorithm was followed in the fifth 
program: 
STEP 1 Enter account number. 
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STEP 2 Search    the    data    base   for 
savlng/checklna account entered In STEP 
1. 
STEP 3 Enter        transaction tyne 
(DepositA>1 thdrawal). 
STEP 4 Enter Branch nnmher and Teller number. 
STEP 5 If  transaction type is deposit.  Enter 
amount to be deposited. 
STEP 6 If  transaction  tye   is   withdrawal. 
Display  account's  balance  and  enter 
amount to he withdrawn. 
STEP 7 Compose transaction key us inn date  and 
time   from   Internal  clock  of  the 
machine. 
STEP 8 Store the new transaction record in the 
data base.  Mnk tne  pointers  to  the 
Branch record and the Teller record. 
STEP 9 Update the related account record. 
STEP 10        Display  customer name, account number, 
amount  involved,  balance  before  and 
after the transaction. 
STEP 11 To  continue  interacting with the data 
base enter enter "C".  To  ao back  to 
the main nrooram enter "Q". 
STEP 12        If  character entered In STEP 11 is "C" 
go to STEP 1. 
STEP 13 If character entered in STEP U Is "0" 
return to main nro^ram. 
In each one of the five programs, a HELP procedure 
is provided to help users understand how to interact 
with the systern. After each query, the system asks 
users  to  enter  an ACTTruJ cnnR : which is one of the 
7R 
fo 11 owlng : 
- < Z  >   :   to continue. 
- < H > : to get help on the system. 
- < Q     > : to leave this nroaram and return to 
the main royram. 
The only program which has no  help  procedure Is  the 
forth  progra.n since no data Is needed from the user in 
this program. 
All five  proarains  have  hpen  connected by one 
program  called  <MAIN,CBTJ>.    The  execution of  the 
programs  is  saved  in  <MAIN.EXE>.  So  to start 
interacting   vith  the  svsteti  user  has  to do  the 
following : 
Enter: 
P RtJM MAIM. EXE   <CR> 
The system is invoked now ^nd the data is ready to 
oe retrieved and/or updated, ft listing of the five 
programs  along  with  MATM.CHT.  are  listed  in  the 
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APPfclMDIX. They will appear under the following names 
1. ONE.CBL 
?.. TWO.CBL 
3. THREE.CBL 
4. FOUR.CBL 
5. FIVE.CBL 
6. MAIN.CBL 
flO 
APPfclMDIX. They will appear under the following names 
1. ONE.CBL 
2. TWO.CBL 
3. THREE.CBL 
4. FOUR.CBL 
5. FIVE.CBL 
6. MAIN.CBL 
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8. APPENDIX 
APPENDIX T 
The following is a sample of. the ouptut obtained 
from interacting with the system throuah the 
application programs. 
9FUJN MAIN.EXE 
YOU NEED HELP TO KNOW THE SYSTEM ENTER <Y/N> => Y 
- EMTER QUERY CODE U) FriR CUSTOMER'S PERSON AI, DATA . 
_ ENTER OUERY CODE (2) Fnp TMFORMAT ION ON AT,!, TYPES 
OF ACCOUNTS. 
_ EMTER OUERY CODE (3) FOR INFORMATION ON CHECKING 
OR SAVING ACCOUNTS TRANSACTIONS. 
_ ENTER QUERY CODE (4) FOP  IMPORTATION  ON AT.,I, 
OVERDRAFT ACCOUNTS. 
- ENTER QUERY CODE  (5)  FOR  CARRYING OUT  NEW 
TRANS REGARDING CHEKING/SAVTMC ACCOUNTS . 
- TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION WTTH THE DATA BASE 
ENTER < YES >. 
. TO EXIT ENTER < NO > . 
AGAIN IF YOU NEED HELP TO KNOW THE SYSTEM 
ENTER <Y/W> => N 
R3 
Pr.Fift.SD:   KNTER   tflFRRy   CODE =>       1 
ft 4 
The following is the output from program number 1 
ENTER CUSTOMER SSN  ==>  17145f,789 
(* the system's response *) 
CUSTOMER NAME   = = >  PETFR C, SAMUEL 
CUSTOMER ADDR   ==>  21 E 4TH ST. 
SPAZVTI,I.E,PA.    15211 
TEL » : (715)734-1240 
DO YOU WANT CUST\S BRANCH TMFO 
IF YES ENTER  Y  ==>  Y 
BRANCH NAME    ==>   NORTH SPAZVILLE 
BRANCH NUMBER  ==>   10 
FOR INFO ABOUT OTHER CUSTOMERS ENTER C   ==> C 
ENTER CUSTOMER SSN  ==>  ?0160fic;32 
(* the system's response n 
CUSTOMER NAME   = = >  BOB ,T SMITH 
CUSTOMER ADDR   ==>  233 CA^LTOM AV. 
FRAMTT?,,PA.      15210 
TEL  ft : f?15)111-5060 
DO YOU WANT CUST'S BRANCH TMFO 
IF YES ENTER  Y  ==>  N 
FOR INFO ABOUT OTHER CUSTOMERS ENTER C   ==> C 
ENTER CUSTOMER SSN  ==>  142110020 
(* the system response *) 
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CUSTOMER NAME   ==> 
CUSTOMER ADDR   ==> 
TED K   DAMF 
555 WEST fiTH ST. 
BETHTiE»E«,PA.    IROlfl 
TEL  « : f?15)666-7777 
DO YOU WANT CUST'S BRANC" INFO 
IF YES ENTER  Y  ==>  Y 
BRANCH MAME    = = >   BET"r,FHEM 
BRANCH MUMBER  ==>   120 
FOR INFO ABOUT OTHER CUSTOMERS EMTKR C   ==> Q 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION FMTER <YES> =>  YES 
PLEASE ENTER QUERY CODE = > 
R6 
The following is the output from proqram number 2. 
ENTER CUST ACCOUNT TYPE CODE  = = >   CA 
ENTER C/A NO  = = >   016397.750 
CUSTOMER NAME 
BRANCH  NAME 
AVAILABLE BALANCE 
CURRENT   BALAMCE 
==> CHERYL L BLINKORF 
s=> KOMKSTnWM 
= = > $1 4<Mf,?$.98 
==>   s4<Mfi?5.98 
ENTER ACTION CODE < C/H/O >  ==>  H 
FIRST enter one of the foll^wim account types : 
* CA 
* SA 
* TD 
* LN 
For CHFfKTNr, ACCOUNTS, 
For SAVTwr: ACCOUNTS , 
For TIM? nF.POSlT ACCOUNTS, 
For LOAM ACCOUNTS. 
SECONDLY enter the relevpnt account number . For 
example if account tvpp 5s < CA > you will 
see the following : 
* Customer Name, 
* Branch Name, 
* Available Balance, 
* Current Balancp, 
THIRDLY enter< C > to get info about other customers 
enter < 0 > to quit this query type, 
enter < H > to apt heln . 
m 
ENTER ACTION CODE <C/U/<}>      = = >  C 
ENTER CUST ACCOUNT TYPE mPE  ==>   SA 
ENTER S/A NO  = = >   02921-1100 
CUSTOMER NAME 
BRANCH  NAME 
ACCOUNT BALANCE 
INTEREST AMOUNT 
= = > BARRY   7.   VTNKLE 
==> WEST   SPAZVILLE 
= = > SM7R7.17 
==> St47R.?l 
ENTER ACTION CODE < C/H/O >  ==> 
ENTER CUST ACCOUNT TYPE rnOE  ==> TD 
ENTER TD NO  ==>   0316171RQ 
CUSTOMER NAME 
BRANCH NAME 
TIME: DEPOSIT AMOUNT 
TIME DEPOSIT INTER, 
TIME DEPOSIT START 
TIME DEPOSIT DUE 
= = > CHART.Y   R    BROWN 
= r> MET.I.RPTOWW 
==> S7SO00.O0 
==> 0.16 
==> 17/01/1981 
= = > 0Q/01/I9B?. 
9R 
ENTER ACTION CODE < C/H/O >  = = > 
ENTER CUST ACCOUNT TYPE CODE  r = >   LM 
ENTER LOAN MO  ==>   0472*3473 
CUSTOMER NAME 
BRANCH  NAME 
LOAN  AMOUNT 
LOAN'  INTEREST RAT. 
LOAN START DATE 
LOAM  DUE  DATE 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
TOTAL AMOUNT COLLECTED 
: = > RTFFVE L KONG 
: = > T.AMKESTER 
: = >    SI 5000.00 
: = > .70 
:=> n?/?R/1980 
:r> 02/?H/l9fJ2 
:=>     $71000.00 
==>    $15600.00 
ENTER ACTION CODE < C/H/O >  ==>  Q 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION FMTFR <YES> =>  YES 
PLEASE ENTER QUERY CODE   =>  3 
90 
The following is the output from program number 3 
ENTER DAILY TRANS KEY  ==>  O1O180142423 
DATE: 01/01/80 
BRANCH NAME 
BRANCH NUMBER 
PERFORMED BY 
TRANSACTION TYPE 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 
CUSTOMER NAME 
TRANSACTION AMOUNT ==> 
ACCOUNT BALANCE    ==> 
TIME: 14:24:23 
==>  HRTMTJEHEM 
==>  120 
= = >  SANDRA TiEWIS 
==>  WITHDRAWAL 
==>  0132^^700 
==>  TFO K PANE 
St 150.00 
siinon.no 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  = = >  II 
Enter Daily Transaction v>v 
COMMENT:- 
Daily Transaction Kev Is 12 digit numeric 
datum which is concatenation of date and 
time at which a transaction Is carried out 
END COMMENT 
On entering a Daily Transaction Key following 
information is displayed:- 
* Branch Name s. Branch Mumber 
* Teller,who carried out the Transaction 
* Transaction typp, Deposit or withdrawal 
* Customer name & Account Number 
* Transaction Amount 
* Account Balance 
on 
Enter <C> to continue quorv about other transactions 
Enter <0> to quit this qnprv tvne 
Enter <H> to get help 
ENTER ACTION' CODE  <C/H/n>  = = >  C 
ENTER DAILY   TRANS KEY  = = >  071982151230 
DATE: 07/18/82 TT«F: 15:12:30 
BRANCH NAME 
BRANCH NUMBER 
PERFORMED BY 
TRANSACTION TYPE 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 
CUSTOMER NAME 
==>  KOMKSTOWN 
==>  242 
==>  SCOTT PACMAN 
==>  WITHDRAWAL 
==>  O1ft3°2750 
r = >  CHERYL L BLINKORF 
TRANSACTION AMOUNT ==>      $124.50 
ACCOUNT BALANCE    = = >  $1404625.98 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  ==>  C 
ENTER DAILY TRAMS KEY  ==>  11129012025 
*** ERROR IN DAILY TRAMS KEY *** 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  ==>  C 
ENTER DAILY TRANS KEY  ==>  111700121025 
TRANSACTION NOT OF TYPE C/A nP R/A 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  ==>  Q 
01 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION E"TER <YES> =>  YF.S 
PLEASE ENTER QUERY   CODE   =>  1 
o? 
The output from program number 4 is stored 1.n the file 
REPORT.DAT To retrieve thp dat* In this file do the 
following: 
arypE REPORT.DAT <CR> 
After finishing writing rh*» ontnt.it of program number 4 
in REPORT.DAT the system continues to interact with 
user. 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION FMTER <YES> =>  YES 
PLEASE ENTER QUERY CODE   =>  «S 
q.i 
The following is the output; from program number 5: 
ENTER ACCOUNT NUMBER = = >  022271110 
ENTER  TRAMS  TYPE    ==>  1 
ENTER  AMOUNT        ==>  lOOO.oO 
ENTER TELLER NUMBER  ==>  64B201 
ENTER BRANCH NUMBER  ==>  740 
***** DAILY TRANSACTION KEY **** 1117R?172Q55 
(* to checK in program 3 if this one exists now *) 
ENTER PASSBOOK LINE HO ==>  110 
CUSTOMER  NAME        = = > KARFM 0 SMURF 
ACCOUNT NUMBER        ==> 027921110 
BALANCE BEFORE TRANS  ==> $16000.00 
ENTERED AMOUNT        ==> $1000.00 
BALANCE AFTER TRAMS   = = "> $17000.00 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  ==>  C 
ENTER ACCOUNT NUMBER ==>  011357911 
ENTER  TRANS  TYPE 
AVAILABLE BALANCE 
ENTER AMOUNT 
ENTER TELLER NUMBER 
==>  2 
==> $150001.00 
==>  121.50 
==>  14151* 
<M 
ENTER BRANCH NUMBER  = = >  10 
*****      DAILY TRANSACTION KEY 
ENTER CHECK NUMBER   = = >  123 
**■**     U17R2173134 
CUSTOMER  NAME 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 
BALANCE BEFORE TRANS  ==> 
ENTERED AMOUNT        ==> 
BALANCE AFTER TRANS   ==> 
= = •>  PETEP G   SAMUEL 
= = >  OJ11S79U 
S 1 5 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 
St 21.50 
$1-4 9879.50 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  ==>  0 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION ENTER <YES> =>  YES 
(* check If those records were added to the *) 
(* data base and/or modified *"» 
PLEASE ENTER QUERY CODE = > 
<?5 
ENTER DAILY TRANS KEY  = = >  1.1 1 7R21 72955 
DATE: 1.1/17/82 
BRANCH NAME 
BRANCH NUMBER 
PERFORMED BY 
TRANSACTION TYPE 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 
CUSTOMER NAME 
TRANSACTION AMOUNT ==> 
ACCOUNT BALANCE    ==> 
TTMP: 17:29:55 
= = > POMP TPT.E 
= = >  9,10 
==>  JANET WALLY 
==>  DEPOSIT 
==>  022221110 
==>  KAREN n SMURF 
S 1. 0 0 0 . 0 0 
$17 0 0 0.00 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/O >  ==>  C 
ENTER DAILY TRANS KEY  ==>  111782173134 
DATE: 11/17/82 
BRANCH NAME 
BRANCH NUMBER 
PERFORMED BY 
TRANSACTION TYPE 
ACCOUNT NUMBER 
CUSTOMER NAME 
TRANSACTION AMOUNT 
TTMF: 17:31:34 
: = > MOPTH SPAZVILLF, 
: = > 1 0 
:=> MATHFW SNYDER 
:=> WITHDRAWAL 
:=> 01135701J 
:r> PKTER C   SAMUEL 
= = >      S121.50 
Q6 
ACCOUNT BALANCE    ==>   $149071.50 
ENTER ACTION CODE  < C/H/n >  ==>  Q 
TO CONTINUE YOUR SESSION FMTFR <YES> =>  HO 
EXIT 
0 7 
APPENDIX TT 
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